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ABSTRACT

Research on materials and eloctro-optic response measurements of certain cholesteric-nematic
mi..tures was perfor-ited in an effort to develop an optical storage display. Mixtures of selected com-
pounds from the series, p-alkoxybenrylidene-p -aminorhenyl acylktes, werL prepared and one
ternary mixture (NH-1) which exhibited narnatic behavior from 25 to 105°C was found. A group
of optically active benzylidene atiiliraj' derivatives having alkoxy and acyloxy groups with asymmetric
carbon atoms was prepared, and the compounds were found to exhibit cholesteric mesomorphism. Mix-
tu. es of these nonsteroidal cholesterics in thc nemat~c compounds described above, however, were
in.erior to those prepared with thb steroidal cholesterics. For example, cells made with a 7.5%
cholesteryl oleate -- NH-1 mixture. which had a cholesteric range of 25 to 96'C, exhibited
"writing" speeds of 5 to 10 msec and erasure speedr of 0.5 to 1.0 sec at room temperature with
an Le drive signal of approximately 100 V (rms). This material was found to have a dielectric constant
of 4.9 for the focal-conic textur and 5.8 for the planar texture. Light-scattering measurements led
,o a value of 1.6 :-m for the helical pitch. The mechanism of this effect involves .hAangec from
the stable (clear) planar toxluie of the cho!esteric rmesophase to the quasi-stable (scattering)
foca!-conic texture. A -imulatted,airbrne ground location marker was constructed with a cell
containing this 'naterial. In actue; operation this device w-ould provide the pilot or navigator of
an aifcraft with a map prescntati(cn of his past and presex.,. position as determined by two ground
navig'itir-n stations.
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terial. was found to have a dielectric constant of 4.9 for the focal-conic texture andy
5.8 for the planar texture. Light-scattering measurements led to a value of 1.6 11m
for the helical pitch. The mechanism of this effect involves changes from the stable
(clear) planar texture of the cholesteric mesophase to the quasi-stable (scattering)
focal-conic texture. A simulated, airborne ground location marker was constructed
with a cell containing this material. In actual operation this device would provide
the pilot or navigator of an aircraft with a map presentation of his past and present
josition as determined by two groun~d navigation stations.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUC-1ION

The field of liquid crystals has developed into one of the most rapidly expanding areas of
ohysical-chemical research. The use of certa.. cholesteric liquid crystals for medical diagnosis
coupled with the discovery of several rathe it leresting and potentially important electro-optic
effects in nt matic liquid crystals has a•celetated the growth cf this field. In this report we
shall discuss the results of our studies of ele,:Lr.),-optical storage effects in mixtures of these
two classes of liquid crystalline ma!.,rials. These effects are expected to be applicable to a
,ariety of information storage anti retrieval display systems.

4A, electronically controlled displays c nsist of device; and systems which present re-
curring i. gnals that have a low reuktition rate. Generally, some method of storage is required
in ordt r .tu ret: .in the image for det..iled examinauon; br,,i direct-view and electical readout
meni ods have been employed. The most extensively used storage devices arc special-purpose
vathode-ray tubes. One type, the cathodochrormic storage tube, uses photochromic phosphors to
retain the image when electron beam addressing is complete. Erasure of the image is then actii,, d
with heat or light of a part icular wavelength. These displays are based on the t-mission of light
and as a resuit require rather high voltage and power for their operation. Electronic c:nmtrol ,F
reflected or scattered light through the usc of liquid crystalk, however, requires •Vul+ !owter
power since the control c-ircuitry does not supply energy for light emission. Thus, liquid crystai
displays readily lend thenielves to solid siate addressing schemes.

Another important ad ,antage of iquid crysta! displaN s over those baed on light emission
is a contrast ratio which is independent, of the ambient light intensity. Therefore, while the
display is not visible in total darkriess, it. will not "wash-out" under high-intersity high'.ing
cnditions such as direct sunlight.

The optical storage effect is observed when a cell coataining a cholesteric-type liquid
crystal is activated by an electric field. In its quiescent state with no field applied, the
liquid crystal is essentially transparent. When a dc or lo'wv-frequency (< 100 HP- field of
the order of 3 x 104 V/cm is applied, the liq-:d becomes opaque and scatters light. This
whit, opaque appearance (storage mode) is ,aiaintained after the dc voltage is removed. The
reat erial Is returned tc, the original clear state (erase mr, de) by application ol a high-frequency
,ignal t > 500 HzI. Upon removal of the ac signai, the sample remains in its clear state.
No electrochemical effects are noted when the sample is subjected to alternate store-erase
excitatior,.

Thus, it is possible to produce either storage or erasure by application of a single form
of energy (an electric fieldI merely by changing the frequency of the addressing signal. With
,'athedochromic storage tubes, on the other hand, the form of energy required for storage differs
"from tha' required for erasure, thus necessitating more complex system design.

The simplicity of the liquid crystal storage concept is demonstrated in the simulated
ground location display (GLD) panel which was des-.gned and built during the course of our re-
search This GLD unit merely consists of a compact, matrix-addressed display panel (16 square
inches), several small batteries, and an Dscillator. It is intendcd to provide the pilot or
navigator of an aircraft (or spacecraft entering the earth's atmosphere) with a map presentation
of the past and present position of his craft in relation to two separate ground stations. This
information would enable the pilot to make the necessary adjustments in his course.

1



IIle major oljec yes oi thnl presen.t investigatiot) zre:

I. The development of liquid crystal system:; which exhibit controlled, optical
storage and have ats wide an operating temperature range, as possible (including,
of cuturse, ooem trmpr.aturel.

2. "1he optimi7ation of the display-related parameters such as storage time, contrast,
wr'iting 3nd erasure speed.

3. The establishment of a model for the mechanism of the effect through an under-
standing of the optical properties ef the various textures of the cholesteric
mesophase.

-1. The developr.ment of techniques to study and improve the operational lifetimes
of ,he materials.

5. The design of matrix-type displays which simulate the operation of airborne
indicators that provide th- pilot with pictorial information on his pozition
in relation to the ground.

i2



SECTION 11
MATERIALS

A GENERAL

Lifquid cry-Ytallinity oDr rnieseoorphibra) haýs i-eeri describedj I LI a:, a new stste (-k matter in~ter-
inediate betweic~n a cryoitailine solid and a normal isotropic liqtuid. The pher~oni-nork is generally
exhibited by Nang. rod-&-iaped organic molecules which contain dip-olar and poiari/able grfoups.

lihe mcf-r;Phase exists over a vfery sp-cific temperat Erfe range. B~elow this range the , a eiaI i.a
solid and at higher ferspe-ratures it becomes an isotropic liquid. Both of *,he--e transition-s arc-
sharp ind, rvroduiel-he

Friedeil ii 11arne~d oul externsi-ve optifral studies on a nu rber of mewo-nor~thic materiais and.
as a r('siit hle disecnrred th-e n.ain, Cypes of mc--innorphic stat-es wo~ich he dek'igaated w, the
smectiv, rsmariac, -"i. Aolestec-6j nmescphase The sn.ec..c rnesophaseý- is:-, turbid, highly viscous
state %vith vertain propeities similar to ýhoAe fovpd lor sroaps. Thie t'ýrin sinec'ic is, in fat L,
dvrived frovi Hie Greek, s'ncctos or sor-tz-ik. -(lie smcctic --tructare Iss stral fled with tho
inoleci:les arranged ir layers: their long aneq; are paraike` to each other in tan layer-ý ana
approximitely inor:liai to the plan- o' the layz-rs. Th.? mo!ý-cules car n oyte in t-wo direýCtiuns iii
the plane and they cav rotate abc-Lut ine axis. Witihin the llayers,, which are approximatfty 2-0 -N
thick, the mnoltctles can he arreaged t-ither in niepl rows or randomly distributed. (n acdilion
t.w. planes (-an slide, without hindr-ance. overvnimiar nei~ghboring layers.

The te-rm neirnaw-tc was derived fm-c-mn the G(;reis wormd meaning thread becausp it de.-cribes ýhe
direadlike u'at -i of the mnate: ia: as seen uinier the n.icroscope. This liquid is ch.-racterized by
a turbid. mnobilk' -ar~ The iong axfes, of th& mt lecuhes in this strur*.are maintain a p.arallel
or nearliy -parallc-l arrang-ermen to each other. They re mobile in three directior~s -and can rottate
about one- axis. This -an be comprnrecd with a long ylinder of round pencils: the poncils c-an
roll and slide bacit and forth -hut remain parallel t~o one another in the dirccvtion of their
long axes.

The cholester-lc tnesophasze is fourd primarily in derivatives of cholesterol, especially the
estcrs. Tne structure consist~s e-fpaiallel, r-o-nomoiecular layers in which the direction of the
iurn: axes of molvecules in a chosen layer 's slightty displaced from the direct ion of the axes of
mol _evules 2ni an adjacent layer. The displacement of direction continues from one layer to another
resulting in a helical structure. This helical molecular ordering givES rifse to a Circular
dichroism for light propagating paraliel t* thie helical axisf 21. Thus, one particular wavelength
of light of one sense of circular polarization is transmitted without attenuation while hight of
the opposite sense is totally re-fiected. Changes in the color of light reflected from the
material as a fu~nction of temperature are attributed to changes in the pitch of the helix.

The cholesteric phase is often regarded as a spiecial case of the nematic kuha:ze since it
forms a structure having twisted nemnatic layers. If a small amount of optically active substance
(such as a cholesteryl ester) is added to the normally nernat~ic compound, the mesophase is
transformed into a cholesteric mesophase. The helical twist angle of such mixtures has been
showr to be a function of the concentratio~n of the optically active compound j 3).

B. NEMATIC COMPOUNDS

A detaiied discussion of the various textures which nematic materials adopt in thin layer.;
is prosented elsewhere[ Ll1 and, therefore, an exrtPngiive trcatiriest of this subject will not be
considered here. For the purposes of this distussion, however, it is appropriate t'- describeý



briefly the sc-tafled homeotropic and homogenous textures whici+ are ob-served in thin %aers
between Xhtss ,urtarcs. The himeotropic textum. is optically t-xtlnct between cross polarizers.
while the hennogenou% text ure is not. Both of tnese textures possess the optical properties o-f a
positive uniaxial scrystal. The texture observed depends upon the nature of theecon-.pound, the
conditi~ons used to obtain the inesophase. and the nature of the supporting surface-

fit general, however. molecules which ý-oniain groups that permit the long axis to be strongly

attraeted to the glass surfaces will exhibit the homogenious texture whil!e Lhose molecules which
are weakly attracted to the surface are most likely to form, the iomneutropice textxere Molecules
whitch Dossess the former characteristic generally have a strong dipole moment along the long
a~xin. 'in this cvem the ;iteie4Žtric constant (low frequency) paralle; to the -nolecuiar axis is

gr.te han the dielectrie constwit in tha p.?rpendicular direction, ant6 the molecule is said
to possess pGsttiL'c dielectric anisotropy. Conversely. molecules wnich have their dipole
moment opeiating across the molecular atis generally exhimut tbh'5 honiertropic texture and are
said to possessc tegatite dielectric anisotropy[14-7 1.

In order for the optlza! storage effect to be obscrced. the nematic raolecules which are
ielected must hav-t- negaztive dieleectric anisetropy. A .,efies of compoTund~s which meet these rc-
quire'c-nt-s is represt-ritea by structure 1.

parent~~ ~C ~~pui -~ fig'..

The paet;oypudin this series, p-anisylz dene-p -aminoiinecnvlacetate (Rt. R% CH.,), ex-
hibits *the storage effect when it is mixed with var-,,)is cho.,-steryl esters1 8j. 11his nemnatic com-
po~und. however, has a nematic range of 82 to 1 101'C. It. was our intention, thmrfore, to
prepare a ntimber of compounds from series I which have lower (iyst.l-neriatic ransition temper-
atures but stil retain their nemnat a(- behavior at higher temperature~s. This was accomplished by
a systemnatic investigation of the iffect of the leiezth of alkoxy and acyloxy chains on the
mesomorphic behavior r-f th~s compounds.

The first series of compounids with structUre I was prepared by condensation of p-alkoxy-
benzaldehydes with nt-aminopfieny!acetate. Theý water was removed az#eotro~pically. and yields of 60
to 8O0 er generally obtaired in refluxing benzene with benze-nesulffortie ecid cat-alyst. This
s-eries, of compound-. is listed in Table I while a phase transition plot, is pre-seinted in Figure 1.
This plot shows, the typical beh-avior of a hom-:!ogous series of Schiff bases, namely that Lhe
n-ni.-ic-isotropijc transition temnperatures follow a smooth curve relationship when efther thwe
evs n or odd members are taken together. ThLu is a well-known phenonztenrnn141 which has been found
r, occur with many other series. Note. howe%-;r. that none of the-%- co-rpoundS exhbtihis inw ting

i,uilts, be-low 79'C. Past experienine has show i that furthez increases in the chain length
result in the apip-arance of sniecilir behavior -ad in reduced nematic thermal stability.

When the alkyl cha-n in the ester portio-n of the molecule (R *?,was extended fo MC2H
to n-C-7 1i~ I~ while the Ii group was maintai'ned at Cu 3~. lower melting compounds were
obtained. Thepse compounrds were prepared by condensation of p-methoxybensyliderse-p -arninophenol
with the appr.opriate anhydrides. The resu~lts of this study are presented in Table N whifle a phase
transition plot is shown in Figure 2. (Several of these compounds have been reported by Kelker[91.1,
Although none of the compounds exhil-ted a crystal-nemnat-c transition temperature at er near
roomr tenperature, several of them had melting points below 70'~C. Again the neniatic-isetropic

tuii.nt.-mperature followed stanooib curvc- relzationships.

4



Table i
Nematic p-Alkoxy ben -ylidene-pl-aminoj'henyI A--etategs3

0

I1 t

Smectic Nernatic

Copon 4 Range, cC Rarge, 'C

-n-C 3 H7  94-104

n-C4 Ii - 8.-
5 n-C5rH --ZO

n-Cx~i17  78-80 814105.5
9 fl91nf1. &IK

S(a) Al' crnipo-undi were purii ~-J by repeated rem.-%aIijj-,ati,)n fromn he.Xcne. A cOnb-tnt- r!ue o

the nernatic-isOtf OPic traris ,to!tio'nsti~-ied a pure sample 12l
(hi I ansen. Diss, Halle. 1907, rpp-,-. a mnr.iat ýc range- of 81.5 to I G80C.
fO Molnotropsc Smectic.

12 ISOTR~OPic I

zo,-

01 b-c WA OM{ W I.~

201-

CZNS~ COS COO 1-CguI7

Figtue I. Phaw -se kn teirtperatures for the system
ROcf',$4CHNCf6 H4 O2CC-tI-: -1--A (nernatic - fiq"i)iy
a-* (crystal - mnesom~orvhic).



Table II

Nematic p-Alkc.xyhenzylidene-p '-aminophenyl Acylates

0

CH 3O --CrJ =Ce, N - O-C-R'

'omiu:nd I "t Nematic Range, 'C

G0 C2 H.- 70-109
C11H7  53-112

! 2 C 55-100
13 Csi81-100

64-96

[15 H7 H1 : 67-99

ISOTROPIC

!20 
LIQUID

t• J NEMAT!C

401, SOLID

I

20L ('• NEMAF'IC--- ISOTROPIC)
i (CRYSTA-- N EMATTIC)

0

CH3 C2H5CH C4H9 CsHaj C~rt C^%I

R'

Figure 2. Phase Umnsition tempeFratures for the syster

CH3OC6f1ICHNC6!I0ICOR': Y---.1 (nematic-- isotropic).
-- rystal- nemati-A.

/



These results might lead one to conclude that further increases in the length of the chains
in both the alkoxy and %cyloxy groups wou!d produce 'ompounds with lower melting poin. and wider

nematic ranges. lloweve,, it hKs been found(4] that chain lengths of eight or more carbon: at )ms
produce such weak .•rminal interactions that the critical balance of lateral-to-term'nal attrac
tive- forces is upset, and tne lateral interactions become important. An increase in the ratio of
lateral-to-terrahnal cohesions always results|4] in the appearance of smectic behavior. Further
increases in the chain length then result in increased smectic thermal stability and shorter
nematic ranges. In order to produce materials from this class wita lcwer me!ting points and wio?
nematic ranges, it was Vierefore necessary to use mixtures of tkesse compounds.

Mixturcs of nor mesomorphic compounds with nematic compounds have been investigated
previously. These .Iystems are always :haracterizcd by a sharp decrease in both khe nernatic - liquid
and rrystei -- nernatic transition temperatures with increasing concentration oi non-mesomorphic
componentsf[41.

Mixtures of two or rnoye nematic compounds which po.wses subtle differences in molecular
structure Jo noL exhibit well-defined minima in their nematic - liquid tr.nsition tempera-
ture,; with molar composition although eutectic points for the crystal -* nematic transition
ttmperaoires are obtainej. Thus, the nematic - isotropic liquid transition temperatures
form a .mooth curve over the entire range of molar composition.

A series of binary and ternary mixtures from among s -0eral of the compounds of f'abies I and 11
was therefore prepared. The compounds selected were those which had the loweA melting points
and included 1. 4, 7. 8, 11. and 12.

The transition temperptures were measured ard the data were used to construct a series of
three-dimensional phase diagrams. A typical phase diagram of this type is that of Figure 3. Note
that the nesnatic-isot.ropic transitions form a smooth. rurved surface over all molar compositions.
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The mixture which had tie lowest melting point and the widest nematic range was a ternary mix-
ture consisting of equival-it quantites of compounds 1, 11, and 12. This mixture had a nematic
range of 25 to 105'C 9;0 was subsequently used as the host material for our cholesteric
compounds. This mixture is designated NH-1.

The sec,•nd group of Schiff-base materials which we prepared under the Contract were
p-alkcxybenzylidene-p '-amirophenyl alky1 carbonates (11)

0

RO CH, I - 0 C L 0K

II

In this series both R and R were n-alkyl groups containing from 1 to 8 carbon atoms.
The arnAsition temperatures of the compounds are shown in Table lII.

The lowest nmoting comrnunds in this series occurred when the R 'group contained 5 or
6 carbon atoms. However. it should be noted that as the length of the alky! chain in the aikoxy
pcrtion (R) increased beyond five carbon atoms in these compounds, smectic mf'somorphism
became apparent.

This is no doubt due to the increased separation of the dipolar end groups which tends to
increase the ratio of lateral to terminal attructice forces.

A number of binary and ternary mixtures from among the compounds of Table III were prepared
and their trans:,ion te:nperature measured. The ternary mixture containing 38% (by wt.)[•16I,
31.2% 1--171 and 30.89[-t18j had a very broad nernatic range (30 t.; 111" C) and was chosen as a second
host material (designated NH-2) for our cholesteric material. The evaluation of both NH-1 and NH-2 is
presented in a separate section telow.

C. CHOLESTERIC COMPOUNDS

Compounds which exhibit the cholesteric mesophase are of two types. The first and ncrs;
common type is the chelesteryl ester with the steroid structure Ill. The R group in this
structure is generally a long alkyl chai." (C, H2 , -I ) containing from 1 to as many as 18

iI• I

RCO

carbon atoms These molecules are all optically active (vide infra) since they are derived from
the natural product, cholesterol.

The seeond class of compounds waich e:.hibit the "cholesteric" mesophwse are not derivatives
of cholesterol. These nonsteroidal cholesteric compounds have structures which are nearly identical
to those of nematic compounds, with one important exception. That is, they possess an asymmetri-
cally ýubstituted carbon atom, which is a carbon atom bonded to four different atoms or groups.

8



Table III
RO-C6 H4 -CH = N-C 6 1H4 -O-C02-R'

Compound F R Smectic Range Nematic Range
No. i (CC) CC)

1 1 -- 85-109

16 2 1 -- 86-132.5
3 1 -- 98-107

17 4 1 - 67-116
5 1 - 91-106

18 6 1 62-64 65-108.5
1 2 - 81-103.5

1 2 2 -- 94-5-129
3 2 - 103,.5-06
4 2- 89.5-114.2

(46)a 1 82-104
6 2 64.5-68 69-107.5
7 2 (75) 76-102.5
8 2 74-83 84-104.5
1 3 - 78-86.5
2 3 I -3 86-1 16
3- M-95
4 3 78-105.5

'5 3 -- , 65.5-96

6 3 64-68 69-100
7 3 67-73 : 74-95.5

8 73-82 83-97
1 4 '66-84

2 4 82-111.5
23 3 4 69-93
j4 14 1 - 68.5-102.5

74 71-95
6 4 I - 69-99

S7 4 1 65-69 70-94
8 1 4 73-81 82-97
1 5 -5-81,5

:2 5 - 5-105

3 5 58-108
,4 5 - 65-99

5 i 5 -- 66-93
(58)" 63-96

7 5 64-65 I 66-93
8 i 5 73-79 80-95
1i 16 i - 66-79

12 I 6 - 71-102.5
13 i6 I - 53-88

4~ 16 - 56&97
5 6 - 59.5-91

6 5)a , 59-95.5
7 1 6 62-63 64-92

_ ._.88 !6 I 72-76 _ 77-9 lk
a) Monotropic

9



If a molecule has such an asymmetric center the molecule will be nonidentical with its mirror
image* and will therefore be optically active. However, the chemical and physical properties of
each form are identical. A simple ,.- ample of an optically active compound is shown below:

mirror plane

ckH3

C C

H 01, OHH

Optical ;so.mers of 2-butanol

A nonshtroidal choc. ! -ic compound which has been known for some time[4d is reprezented by
structure. IV.

N, - D CH = N (H = CHCO 2 CH2 CHC 2 H5

CH3
IV

During the contract period ,ever ui wries of optically active Schiff bases were prepared
in an effort to produce new "cholesteric" liquid crystals. The first series of materials was
prepared by :.he following :Vnthetir routle:

* HO KOH -

C2 H5 CH - CH2 Br -"-6HO 0,O H-HsC H 2-CH20 CHO
9 I
CH3  CH3

C2 H5C•CH20 0 CHO 4- h, IN OR-- ,=N -0qy- OR

C44 CH3I

OMjolecu|es whprh h8a%- two rnmIXo! ,ma!9 form, tre .aid to poss chirality or handedneu because they rotate the
plane of poliadze iight in n left or ,'ieht direct- -n.

*Denotes &yYrmetrir cArbon at:c-•.

:10



Table IV
Monotropic Cholesteric Schiff Bases*

C2H5CH CH20 -a~- CH =N -Q-6" OC-R

CH3  0

R J Melting Point Cholesteric Transition

Cl-I 3  C) C (C)
CF. 69-70 56

C2 H5 r 65-66 66

I C3 H7  74-75 71

ClH9 69-70 I 66

C (*5 tl I1 77-78 71

C('7 li 1 67-68 5

All of hese materals were purified by repeated recrstallizatior
from isopropanol to constant melting point,

HIowever. tiine of the compounds in :,eries V was liquid crystalline. When the aniline poition of
tb," molecule, contained as ester linkage only mon,]tropic**, cholesteric mesomorphisrn was ob-
tained (Table IV). Enantiotropic***, cholesteric materials were obtained when the asymmetric
carbon atom was present in t':e ester portion of the molecule. Thus, VI, which has a cholesteric
range of 41 to 78'C, was prepared by the following route:

Mg, Et 2 O . C02
CH3CHCI!-CH2.-r _- CH3 CH2 CH-CH2 -MgBr 2

CHl CH3  N 2
S,*SOCX7r CHO

" H3 CH2 C2H-CH2"CO2H -- Cl43 CH 2CH -CH2 COCk + C

CH3  CH3  OH.I H2 ,Pd(c) OH-4

-C CH3CH2-CH 2-C-O-0 NO2  -• --

CH3

0

CH3 CH2 -CH-CH 2 -C-ON CH -a OCH3

Ct 3  VI

VI appeared to be an ideal candidate for use as a 'guest" in our nematic mixtures since
it has a long helical pitch. An evaluation of this compound is presented below.

*Denote% asymmetric carbon atom.
-*Monotropic mesomorphtsm Ls defined as that which iq observed only upon cooling of the isotropic liquid.

..mEnantiotropic r,•somorphiam occurs above the melting point of the compound and is observed both on heating
from the mesomorphic state and cooling of the isotropic liquid.

11



The next class of Schiff bases to be studied were the derivative& of 2-chlorophenylaniline
which were prepared by the following route:

CH3 -CH2 -CIH-CH 2 Br (H5-H-CH )
IH ~ S~ C2 5 IHC 2 -MgBr
CH3 CH3 CH2

,H HBr 3 .
(2)

C 2[5-C H- (CH2) 3-Br • C2 H5 -CH-CH 2 CH2 CH2 0H (2)

CH3  CH 3

Steps
1 & 2

HO OJ COO KOH lC2 Hs5 (CH2 )5 Br

CH 3

KOH, HO CHO

"'2 H5 CI-(CH CHO C/H CH(CH CHO

CH3  HH2N C]3

C1

C2 H 5CH(CH 2).0 -a CH=N 0 -N=CH -a 0(CH2 )m*CH-C 2H,
I I

VII(m=3), VIII(m=5) 3

Both of these compounds exhibited a smectic and a cholesteric mesophase. However, the cholesteric
mesophase appeared at higher temperatures.

C-S I S-Ch Ch-I

VII 143.5 50 146

VIII ! monotxopic
Vill 29 94 146

12



The synthetic route shown above was extended to conventional two-ring Schiff bases and the
resulting compounds exhibited the following behavior:

CH3

R -a-- N = CH a O(CH2 )m - CH - C2 H5

where m = 3, R = CH 3 0 - C6 H1 30.

The melting points in this series were rather high (above 100lC) and enantiotropic
mesomorphism was absent. The C2 H5 0 derivative had a monotropic cholesteric mesophase at
98' ,while the higher homologs had only monotrooic smectic phases.

m = 3, 1L = CH3 , C41H9 .

Th•ez compounds were low melting, smectic materials.

rn = 3, R = COC2 H5, COC 4 H 9 .

These compounds showed a wide smectic rai,',e.

rn = 3, R = OCO-CH:• -- OCO-C 7 H15.

The transition temperatures for the compounds-, -ith m = 4 and 5 are shown in Table V. All of
the compounds exhib,te'l both simectic and cholesteric mesophases with the latter mesophase ob-
servable above 50T. Most of the compounds showed two sraectic mesophases. These phases were
identified by differential scanning calorimetry and microscopic observation.

Table V
Mesomorphic Behavior of Optically Active Be&zylidene Anilines

Compound C
No. R i Crystal-S2  j 2 -Sl S1 -Ch jCh-
19 CH 3  4 48 56 72

20 C2 H5  4 41 61 82

21 n-C3 H7  4 49 64 83

22 n-C 1 H9  4 37 - 74 79.5
23 n-C5 H1 1  4 46 74.5 77 84

24 n-C6 H1 3  4 72 73.5 79 1 82
25 n-C71h45 4 57 72 82 85
26 CHi3  5 69 69.5 71 83

27 C2 H5  5 54 j 1 82.5 I 92
28 n-C3 H 7  5 37 85 87 I 94
29 n-C4 H9  5 - 86 89 1 90
30 n-C.5 H 1 1  5 52 85 92 1 93

31 n-CCH 1 3  5 57 88 91 r
32 n-C7 HI 5  5 52 86.5 97*

*No cholesteric Tnesophase observed.
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The increasin~g length of the alkyl chains in both the ether and ester portions of the moiec-ule-
produces wpainer termiinal at,,-active forces relative to the lateral cob. sive forces and', as %k restt,
smectie thermal istability risrs. Thus. compounds 31 and 3? have the highest irsectic therQials
stability and no eholester~e mesophase is present.

it is posrible to drastically reduce smectic stability of these -ccrnpounds by .Li g then with
various nemat.'c compounds.

For example, a series of rnix"Aires of 20 i- NH-1 were prephred and thdse transition tempera-
tures Measilred. A phase diagramn illustrating these resft~s is preserted in Figure 4, Note that
the smectic-ne-matic taransition decre-azes -sharply with d-c-easing concentration:; of the optically
ictive ccemponp it, dnd at concentrations belnw - 30% the material exhibit-s only the ch~olesteric
rnesophase. All of the mnixtures tended to sun rt-ool far bjelow their "theow.ticai" cr~ista~l-
rnesonorphic transition temperature, and thus, accurate ine'lting poini determinations com'd not be
obtaine-d for niow.t of "he mnixtures I th1w presenc4e of a glassy ,tate was noted in these mixtures).
The "theor.Aic-.Y' crystai-mesw-norphic trans~tbýna shown in F igfrem 4 were calculated from the
standard cryosýcopic- equa~iol %Hich is derived from, the Clausius-Clapeyromn equatioriThis der-
ivation is based on a number of assumptiora and woaid not be expected to hold except at low
co:ncentrations (ideal 'ýilute solu!,ons) of one component (solute) in the other isolvent). The
equation is given by:

d in X Lf
= .- tmodified xl.a-i't Ho" equltmonl)dT A

where x Is the mole fraction of the -solve-.c," L,~ is the mrolar heat of fusion (assuming
that lianult's law is nprpIcab!e) and P = 19869'ea10 mnoie. Whewn x is unity (pure -ýolvcnt.-
the melting point is To anti integration heetweer~ T anO~ To (asruming Lf to c:a
constant) eives.

in X L

or

RTO

where T is hie calculated nc-Iting point of the mixtire. Although this is a crude approximstion,
we have ioundl 101 Mthc ist is pos~sible te. determine the composition of the eatectic. rnuture using
ibis calculation. The experimental value of the melting points of asmy parUICUhNa' eutectic rnixture,
however, generally differs from Ci~at predicted by thu mnodifiedI van't H-off equation.-Thilrf iss to
be expe,-ted since Li'.ase mixtures are r A ideal, dilutt. solutions.

In any case, the significant result here is that sniectic nmesomorphismn gives way excmsively
to cholesteric znesomorphism at lvw concentrat ion.s of the optically activv compound. Eval'ation
of these materials is presented in Section IMI.
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Figure 4. Phase diagram of binary mixture containing

C H5CH-(CH) 40 -'b CH = N -f"-OCOC H 5(A)
CH3

and NH-I (B): 0 - cholesteric - isotropic; A - smectic -. cholesteric;
o - crysta; - mesomorphic (calculated).

D. EXPERIMENTAL

1. p-Alkoxyhenzylidene-p -ami!1ophenyl Acylates

Previously described procedures[ 11 ,21 were used for these preparations. The component. were
recrystallized from isopropanol until the transition temperatures were constant and reversible.

2. p-(Active.alkoxy )-benzylidene-p -aminophenyl Acylates

Equiroolar quantities of the ,orresponding aldehyde and amine were refluxed in Athanol for
S-, minutes. Upon cooling, white crystals were obtained, and they were recrystallized several times
from ethanol or isopropanol until sharp transition temperatures were obtained.

The p-active-alkoxybenzaldehyde. were obtained from the correspor..iing active alkyl bromide
and p-hydroxybenzaldehyde by refluxing in cyclohexanone with anhydrous potassium carbonate[ 131.
The optically active alcohols were synthesized from active amyl bromide via the Grignard reaction
with paraformaldehyde and/or ethylene oxide[ 14 ]. Treatmentl 15 1 of the alcohols with PBr3
yielded the optically active alkyl bromides.
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3. p-n Alkoxybenzylidene-p aminophenyl n-Atkyl Carbonates
p-Aminophenyl n-alkyl carbonates were obtained by cata'lytic hydrogenation of the nitro

derivative which was synthesized from p-nitrophenyl and the correspo)nding n-alkyl chloroformates.
For example, the preparation of p-aminophenyl n-butyl carbonate was carried out ;n the following
manner. Into an ether solution of 0.1 M. p-nitrophenol, 0.1 M. n-butylchloroformate (dissolved
i.. ether) was added drop-wise- at such a rate that the rp-action mixture refluxed mildly. The re-

action mixtu:e was stirred for 8 hr and the resultant white solids were filtered off. TThe filtrate
wa washed with 200 ml of 0.1 N sodium hydroxide solution followed by several washings with

saturated s•odium chloride solution. The ether was evaporated awid the resultant yellow oil was
dissolved in chloroform and filtered through a short column of silica gel to eliminate the trace
amount of phenol. After evaporation of chlo.'oform, the product was vacuur,-distilled to yie:d
light.yello% p-nitrophenyl n-butyl carbonate (90% yield, gaw a single ipon i TLC exammnanson).

0.1 M of this compound was then dissolved in 300 ml of anthydrous methanol containing 0.5 g
of 10" palladium on charcoal. The mixture was shaken in a Parr hydrogenator until quantitative
hydrogenation occurred (ca. 15 minutes). The methanol solution was filtered and evaporated under
reduced pressur- to about 50 ml. This operation was performed under a nitrogen atmosr)here.
The product which gave a single spot on TLC examination was transferred to a 100.0-ml volumetric
flask, and a sufficient amourt of isopropanol was added to the mark. Aliquots of 20.0 ml (0.02 M)
were rea( ted with the corresponding aldehydes, and the nroducts were purified bý recrystallization
as described above.

4. Determination of Transition Temperatures

Transition temperatures were deLermined with both a Thomas-Hoover melting point apparatus
and a differential scanning calorimeter (DuPont Model 900 Thermal Analyzer). In the latter case.
sample sizes were between 5 and 15 mg while the heating rate was 10W per minute The tran-
sition temperatures were reproducible within 1'. The textures of the mesophases were ex-
amined with a Bausch and Lomb polarizing microscope equipped with a hot stage (magnifications
were between 60 and 120X).

The smectic-cholesteric transitions of the mixture of 20 and NH-1 were observed in a
Tenney Ji. refrigeration cabinet.
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SECTION tII
ELECTRO-OPTICAL BEHAVIOR

In any type of display media there are a number of performance aspects that are extremely
important bLt can usually be compromised for other system "trade-offs". For instance, in a
field-controlled reflective optical storage device both Lhe absolute reflectitity and contrast
ratio might be suitably modified at the expense of response times and addressing conditions.
Storage and life requirements, dictated primarily by specific applications, could pc .•ibly
impose material restrictions that inherently limit device operating field "on" characteristics.
The unique molecular architecture of the nematic-chclesteric liquid crystalline systems under
study allowed a number of electro-optical properties to be investigazed :.nd modified, if neces-
sary. to optimize device objectives.

Present experiments were based on the changes, of such optical properties as scattering,
reflection. birefringente. ,nd, to some extent, color as affected by material composition, elec-
tric fields, operating temperature, and cell fabricati-n techniquesm Most of the pertinent
electro-optic characteristics of reflective storage cells were measured with the simple apparatus
shown in the block diagram IFigure 5(a)]. The experimental setup illustrated in Figure 5(b) was
used to measure the transmitted light-scattering properties.

Reflectivity measurements were made by comparison with reflectance cards calibrated on a
Munsell 17 -step neutral value scale. This technique eliminated errors introduced by drift in,
amplifier gain and changes in incident light intensity. Storage and life properties were Tonitored
for periods ranging from 3 weeks to 4 months. The accuniulated data from these tests provided a
qualitative corr#mArison of materials behavior under room ambient conditions with no special efforts
to improve storage or life performance. Such requirements should be realistically defined by
sp.J ffic display objectives.

Additional tcsts were indertaken to estimate operational lifetime expect--cy and to deter-
mine the angular light-scattering distribution of typical stWrage mode devies. Measurements of
capacitance. rcsistivity. and temperature effects were also iade to further elucidate the mechanism
of the siorage-mode effect and to relate dynamic and stati: electro-optic properties to material
composition. Tho following sections describe our materials and device evaiuation program in terms
of optimizing sucn display-related parameters as reflecti-ity, contrast, response speed, electric
field requirements, and storage time.

A. MATERIALS EVALUATED

During the initial phase of our materiai- evaluation program, measurements of electrical and
optical characteristics were made more on a comparative than an absolute basis. In order to
facilita R materials comparison in terms of display objectives, experimental tests were conducted
with "standard" cells at room temperat;ure, excited with electric fields limited to a narrow range
of frequency and field strength. This technique allowed rapid elimination of thbse liquid crystalline
compounds which did not appear to satisfy display-related parameters.

No extended effort was made to accurately relate physical and chemical properties with electro-
optic performance during this investigation period. It Aas betieved that such a curtry, evaluation of
material properties on a comparative bams was an expedient means of effectively selecting those
mhterials and material combinations that would most likely satisfy device ,equiremenLs.
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(b) Transmission Measurements.

Figure 5. Experimental setup for electro-optical response measurements.
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The liquid crystal materials used in this study contained from 2% to 50.% ('by weicht) of the
selected cholesteric materials in the nematic mixtures dtiscribed- above 1referred to as ihe nemaitit
hosts in Section 11). Initially, our materials evaluation pragram consisted primarily of determining
electro-opti(' response behavior as affected by concentration of the chalesteric component. SIK-tifically,
mixtures made with 2, 5, 7.5. 10. 15. 20. and 50% chelesteryl o!eate c-. npponent and also 1.0. 20, and
50% cholesteryl chloride in the nematic host were prepared, and celir tnae with t'nch ;A those mixtures
were fabricated and measured.

The criterion by which the choiesteric-neznatic systems unide.- rivestig-ation w evalt."ted
was their ability to modify incident light (reflection. contrast ratincd at inodera4.e excitation
voltages and to retain their scattering texture over a reasonable peric-a of time with nu main-
taining power. Except for the materials contining it ss ti.an 2% or greater than 2 0 1- cholestc-ric
co~mponsent, all of the mixtures satisfied these requirements to some degree. Electro optic behavior
of materials containing less than 2% c~hoiesteric component ws-s~ similar to that of dy'namic sc-at
tering while devices made with materials having greatei tha;n 20% cholesteric colmponent exhibited
cholesteric type characteristics. The electro-optic properties 4-f cells fabricated with 5 to I 0
cholesteryl oleate were found to compromise the characteris'tics of devices operating in '

storage mode.

Having established the 5 to 10% range as an optim-um concentratton. aoiether group of cholesteryl
derivatives wa,- evaluated in terms of dispiay propedties. Mixtures conitaining *- - .5%. of the
selected cholesteryl ester in the nematic host (NH-I) werie prepared, and the e,'-ctro-optic re-
sponse of each mixtu.-e was measured and compared with a standard parallel pia,- cell f-bricated
With the 7.5% cholestervi oieate- formulation. Listed below are the materials that w-r'e evalizated.

Table V I
Materials Evaluation

___ ____Cmpun Weight 1-4 in Nemnaticiost-

1. Choi. ErclCarbonate 74
2. Choi. Oleyl Carbonate 7.69
3. ChnL.2{2.Butox:; Ethoxy)Ethyl Carbonate 17.17
4. Chol.-2-.Nethoxy-Ethoxy Carbonate 7.11
5. Choi. Geranyl Carbonate 7.45
6. Choi. Methar~e Sulfonate i7.50

7. Cho'. Myristate 7.4

8. Choi. Nonanoate I7.52

Similarly, selected mixtures of the nonsteroida! --holesteric compounds c ed above
(Section 11) and both sitosteryl oleate and its hydrogenated derivative in NH-i were evaluated.
None of the mixtures exhibited electro-optic characteristics comparable with those of the
cholesteryl olleate - nemnatic mixture. In general, response speeds were longer. excitation fields
were higher, and storage life wvas considerably shorter.

To comrplete the materials investigation program, another netnatic host, dessigrnated Nfl-2. was
formulatedJ and its, electro-optic response compared with that of the NH-i material. A piot of
relative hrightness vs. applied voltage for these two materials and two commercially available
nematics is illustrated in Figure 6. Under this set of exp~erimental conditions, NH-1 gave higzher
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Figure 6. Brightnes•s vs. vol~.ge for four different

nemathc host materials.

co;:'.,ast ratios at lower voltager thar. either the well-known MBBA (anisylidene-p-ammnobutyl-
henz--nei or L1CR1STAL'® (p.niethoxy-p~butylazoxy-benzere). On the otner hand, NH-2 gave
muceh lower co~ntrast ratios than th,', other materials. TIhis is believed to be due to the fact that
thsx material spontaneously adopts; the homogeneous (weakly scattering) texture between the eie,.-
trodes. Th,-c maximum c-ontrast ratio is always obtained when the unactivated material adopts the
homeotropic (cler) texture.

The accumulated data of these e'xperimental teqts clearly show that the cholesteryl oleate
NI-I- nematie mixture, particularly in the 5 to 10O• composition range, is the optimum choice of
material !,) ailow, superior device, properties in terms of display related parameters. The mixture
containing 7.5% cholesteryl oleate had a cholesteric range of 25 to 96°C.

B. CELL FABRICATION

Evaluation of each of the new materials was accomplished by measuring the phenomnenological
effects of a typical device structure. This structure is in the form of a parallel-plate capacitor
consisting of two electrically conducting glass plates. The conducting film on at least one of
thes•e plates was transparent such as tin oxide coated or sputtered indium oxide. In the reflective
mode of opeiation. the s¢econd glass plate was coated with a thin, evaporated layer of aludminukn.
The nematic-cholesteric m 'cture is sandwiched between the electrodes using teflon spacers of
adequate thickness. Capif .t, action is sufficient to hold the liquid between the plates for a
variety of orientations. Active area for all of the test units was 2.25 cm 2 although larger-
area cells were often Fabricatedj to simulate typical display conditions.

®E' Merck & Co . Darn:438d. West Germany
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For all of the comparative experimental tests, spacing between the conducting glass plates
was 0.5 mil. Variations were made to determine the thickness dependence of sLu.h electro-optic
properties as reflec.tivity, addressing requirentents. storage capabilities and light-scattering
characteristics. Improved dynamic respot)ne was okserved with much thinner cells (0.25 nid or less)
at the expense of long-time stokrage- capabilities. A typical 4 in. x 4 in. display, however, often
required thicker cells due to technological limitations in maintaining narrow spacings over a
relatively large area and also to minimize the capacitive load on the electronic addressing
circuitry.

Modification of the glass electrode surfaces by mechanical rubbing in order to improve electro-
optic characteristics was attempted in1 the fabrication of a number of experimental devices. This
technique should influence the molecular alignment of the cholesteric-nematic mixturt- at or near the
the liquid crystal/glass interface - especially in thin c Ils where surface-to-bulk; effects should
predominate - and was expected to affecL the clarity of the storage device in the .. 'ear. tae
after tl'c excitation field was removed. No significant improvements in co,,trast ratio were observed
.n the t "sted units, and time iimitations did not allow a continued research investigatio-n of thi-
fal -:>ation technique.

C. REFLECTIVITY

The reflectivity of the eholesteryl oleate and cholesteryl chloride (in NH-1) combinations
investigated during the rel -vting period is shown in Figure 7. For these measurements, a refle-ting
aluminum coating was evaporated to one of the glass plates, and the experimental setup was the sar.e
as shown in Figure 5(a . It is emphasized here that these data should be acc.pted as comparative
behavior of the LC cells under specific test conditions. E=:ct values of reflection and contrast
vary with incidence angle and parallelness of the illuminating source, the location and angular
acceptance of the photodetector, and the light-scattering properties of the complete cell structure
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Figure 7. Reflectivity as a function of cholecteric content.
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l (refli'eting or transpare-nt back electrode). To simplify Ihe interpretation of these measurements
each cell was graded or. a 17-step Munsell ne,:tral value scale. That is, the reflection of each test
kinit , 'losely matth•.d to a corresponding reflecting surface calbrated on a scale of 1.5 to 10.

The reflectivity value of each test cell was measured immediately after removal of the excita-
tion field required to produce na,,imum light scattering. Units having between 5 and 107 cholesteryl
oleati, were generally found to I-l, more reflective than those units made from other nematic-cholesteric
systems. Table V"l lists the reflectivitv of some representative mixtures evaluated.

Table VII
Refle-tivity and Contrast of Cholesteric-Nematic Mixtures

I l Weight % Reflectivity
Cholesteryl Component in Nematic Host I (Munseil Scale) Contrast Ratio

1. Cho,•l. Oleate Z_.0 9.1 3.1-"!

2 Chol. Chloride 08.2 1.5:1

3. Chol. Oleate 10 8.6 2.8:1
4. (hol. I hloride 1,3 7.7 1.4:1

5. Chol Oleate 20 7.1 2:1
6. Cho•. Chloride 20 7.3 1.3:1

7. Chol. Oleate 7.5 9.4 7:1

S. ('hol. Eruevl Carbonait9 7.45 8.7 1.2:1

9. Chol. Geranyl Carbonate 7.45 9.0 Very low
10. Chol. Myristate 7.44 9.3i 1.8:1

11. 3 Me Vai 7.47 8.5 Very low
12. Sitosterv! Oleate 7.-17 I 8.6 j Very low

Detailed measurements- of the angular light-scattering distribution have -eveA'-.d that, with t.'.-
illuminating source normal to the vehl surface, maximum scattering generally occurs between 40 .inJ
50 (lei from the incidence angle rather bhan the 30-deg angle used in these expe.-iments. At the
maximum scattering angle, the refle.ýtivity of some samples would be much higher than the value
measured at 30 deg and indic•ted in Table VII.

D. CONTRAST RATIO

For practical purposes. the contrast ratio of our sto.-ge type unit is defined as the light
intensity in the scattering state (after th,, low-frequency "write" signal has been removed)
divided by the light intensity in the clear state (after the high-frequency "erese" signal has
been removed). Obviously. at certain relative angles between the incident and reflected (cr trn'i-
mitted) light. contrast ratios much less than unity (or negative contrast ratios) are possible.
Since scattering intensity is a function of the magnitude and frequency of the i pplied electric
field, it was necessary to define the conditions under which the contrast ratios were measured.
Higher contrast ratios were possible under field "on" conditions since both the scattering texture
and transparency of thes.! mixtures could be improved by maintaining ar. appropriate ("write" or
".erase") ac addressing signal.
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The contrast of units fabricated with various mixtures in tt;• nematic-cholesteryl oleate
systent generally ranged between 3:1 and 8:1, th, highesL ratio occuering for units made with a
mixture containing approxinrately 7.5% of the cholesteryl oleate componeitt. This mixture gerierallý
was more scattering under storage conditions and relatively transparent in its quiescent (clear)
state. None of the other nematic-cholesteric mixtures investigated were superior in conzrast ratio
or comparable in term.; of other electro-optic characteristics.

It should be noted here again that, by optimizing the measurement parameters, more imprssive
values of contrast ratio (greater than 10:1) were possible. The measurement technique used (to
evaluate materials) could be considered more qlialitative than quantitative but the reported contrast
ratios are more repiesentative of practical values that would be discernible to the average obwrver
of a large-area display. Since viewing :eqkirements of some display systems may not be especially
critical, it is conceivable that further contrast improvements may not be necessary and, in fact.
may allow a suitable "trade-off" to compromise other potentially important performancev character-
istics. For instance, son- ,-".olesteric-nematic mixtures can be operated by considerably reduced
electric fields at the e:.Dens; of contrast ratio and storage capabilities, thus offering the
possibility of multiplexed operation.

E. S i \TIC ELECTRO-OPTIC CHARACTERISTICS

One of the ',xtremely desirable aspects of a large-scale, matrix-addressed display is the
presence of a coin-idence threshold, i.e., the behavior of the display medium such that signals
below a given level result in no response but signals of twice the threshold level result in an "on"
conditio.n of the disl 'oy. In certain classes of nematic liquid crystals operated in the dynamic soat-
terirg mode no such coincidence threshold exists and scattering increases with voltage above a nmni-
irum threshold (- 6 to 8 VI until saturation sets in at about 35 V. Measurements have been made to
c.etermine the changes that occur in such nematic systems by the addition of choiesteric material,

A plot of threshold field vs. percent cholest.,ric component is shov',n in Figure 8. For all the
compositions measured, the field required to produce Jhe onset of scattering (threshold) increased
with increasing cholesteric content. At low ac frequencies within the "write" frequency range, it is
likely that slightiy higher electric fields would be necessary to yield similar results. This has
been reported &ewhere[161.

The experimental data presented in Figure 9 show the scattering (reflective mode) behavior of
typical half-mil-thik RSM cells as a function of steady-state excitation voltage. During the course
of these tests made with cholesteryl oleate-nematic mixtures, a number of response features relevant
to the objectives of our materials synthetic effort were consistently observed:

(1) A z% cholesteryl oleate-nematic mixture behaved similar to a nematic LC cell
operated in the dynamic scattering mode. Between a threshold voltage of 2 and
3 V and a saturation level of 10 to 15 V a gradual increase in scattering
(reflectivity) was observed. Removal of the dc voltage required to produce
maximum reflectioi; (15 to 20 V) resulted in rapid deterioration of the scattering
texture - the unit became very nearly transparent in a matter of minutes.

(2) Cells made of 5 to 15% cholesteryl oleate-nematic mixtures did indeed exhibit
a sharp coincidence threshold. The voltages needed for maximum reflectivity were
less than twice the vo~tages measured at the onset (threshold) of the light-scattering
process. A further increase in voltage beyond the reflectivity maximum reduced the
amount of scattered light reflected back to the photodetector.

(3) The elctro-optic properties of a limited number of test units fabricated with
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materials containing greater than ?'ok of the ciholeste'ic component were characteristic
of the pure cholesteryl ester in that they showed higher threshold voltages and re-
q4red hih;..h, rms -erase" signals.
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The data presented above provided a useful diagnostic means for understanding the mechanism of
the storage system and for determining electro-optic characteristics as affected by the cholesteric
content of the mixture. It was often necessary to maintain steady-state field conditions for several
seconds before an electra-optic equilibrium was observed. For utility in real-time or "rapid update"
display systems where long time storage is not of primary importance, the transient or dynamic electro-
optic properties of these materials are likely to be more significant.

F. DYNAMIC EI!,'CTRO.OPTIC CHARACTERISTICS

In L dynamic display system utilizing the storage capabilities of appropriate cholesteric-nematic
mixtures, .ihe speed of, -ical response to a particular excitation voltage is likely to be an irm, )ortant
parameter. To facilitate furdter discussion it is necessary to define and elaborate on the terms "writing"
anJ 'erasure" speed as applied to the operating characteristics of a typical storage device. Assuming
:a reference scake where the scattered light intensity in the clear state is equal to zero, then "wr¢iting"
speed refers to ihe time interval which elapses from the moment the dc or low-frequency ac voltage is
applied until the ;cattering state has reached 90% of its field "on" value. Similarly, "erasure"
speed refers to the time interval elapsed from the moment the high-frequency "erasure" field is
applied until the s-vttering has been reduced to 10% of its field "off" (storage state) value.

Perhaps a better midersanding .f these definitions and an appreciation of some of the experi-
mental problems invol'-d in this t.,je of measurement can be acqinired by referring to the illustration
in Figure 10. The electro optic properties of the cell chosen for this illustration are representative
of the unique operating characteristics of those units fabricated with between 5 and 15% of the
ctrolesteric component in our nematic host (NH-1).

S
-- "WRITE'TIME7- • Mb - ER-ASE" TIME

•e I I

4-
3 I

WI

EXCITATION VOLTAGE

LOW-FREQUENCY 141PI- FREOUENCY

"*WRITE" SIGNAL *ERASEw SIGNAL

TIME- - (SCALE NOT INCLUDED I

Figure 10. Dynamic electro-optic response of typical
reflective storage cell.
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No time scale has been included in this plot since the four time constants shown have signifi-
cantly different values and because botn "writing" and "erasure" speeds are vitally dependent on
the frequency and magnitude of the addressing singals. For similar reasons a scale for the applied
excitation voltage has not been included. The information contained in this graph merely illustrates
the different values of scatteing that il-sult during high- and low-frequency "on" and "off"
conditions. The letter designations on the reflectivity curve correspond to steady-state values
measured

(a) - with a low-frequency field maintained across the test unit,
(b) - after thc "irite" signal has been turned "off",
(c) - some time interval after the high-frequency excitation voltage has been turned "on", and
(d) - aft?r the "erase" field has been turned "off".

The specific electro-optic response characteristics of a test cell fabricated with 7.43% choles-
teryl oleate-nematic mixture are shown below.

Table VIII
Electro-Optic Response Characteristics

I Addressing Condition Reflectivity (arb. units)

"on" 40Write j 60 Hz (100 Volts rms) "off" 64

:,or," 5.9
Erase 6 kIlz (100 volts rms) "off" 11.8

The speed-of-response properties of all the tested units were measured using a "write" frequency
of 60 Hz at 100 V (rms) and an erase signal of 6 kHz at the same rms amplitude. These values of fre-
quency and voltage were chosen mostly as a matter of convenience and, although other frequency-
voltage combinations nay yield improved response characteristic-, these measurements did allow a com-
parative means for materials evaluation. '[he cumulative rtsults of these tests indicated that the dynamic
electro-optic response of the cholesteric-nematic mixtumes investigated could easily he categorized
into three general classes (although the properties probably vary continuously as the uercentage of
cholesteric is varied):

(1) "Writing" speeds of 5 to 10 msec and -:erasure" apeeds of 20 to 25 msec were
measured on those units fabricated with 2% or less cholestpri oleate-nematic
mixture. This behavior is similar to the dynamic scattering mode of operation
in pure nematic liquid crystals.

(2) Cells made of 5 to 20" cholesteric-nematic mixtures respond to "write" sijhals
in 2 to 8 msec and can be "erasei-" in 0.5 to 1.0 sec. Very little difference in
speed of response was noted ,within the specified range of cholesteric composition.

(3) Greater than - 20% cholesteric content resulted in a cholesteric-dominated
electro-optic respon.se. That is. scattering saturation had not been achieved at
100 V, color changes wer- readily apparent, and voltages greater than 200 V (ac
or dc) were required to revert the units back to their original clear state.

Figure 11 shows the response times of several nematic host materials as a function of applied dc
voltage. More detailed measurement, of response time vs. voltage and frequency were not made be-
cause of the difficulty in interpreting th? optical response characteristics and because writing and
erasure speeds were also found to be d& -- i.n. , on sample thickness and temperature.
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Figure 11. Response time as a function of voitage for
three different nematic host materials.

G. STORAGE PROPERTIES

One of the important properties required of the material combinations under investigation was
their ability to retain their s.attering texture over a long period of time with no maintaini:ng power.
Most of the tested samples faded gradually after the removal of the excitation voltage but the "relax-
ation" process proceeded at different rates for the variouw cholesteric-nematic combinat•ions. There
were three principal types of failure involved in the attrition of test units stored for periods
ranging from a few hours to four months:

(1) reduction in reflectivity andlor contast ratio,
(2) development of an X-patteni in the surface texture. and
(3) crystailization of the cholesteric-nematic mixture.

Table IX summarizes the storage .-ehavior of some of the cholesteric-nematic mixtures investi-
gated. Life test data were recorded only in terms of reflectivity, contrast ratio, and visual appearance.
Storage life termination due to crystallization of the liquid crystal mixture occurred only in samples
containirg much more than 20% of the cholesteryl component.

None of !he experimental cells used for storage life testing were encapsulated nor were they suh-
jected to environmental testing under controlled ambient conditions. From the accumulated data,
storage life eppears to be a lesser problem area. A summary of results for unscaled cells stored at
room temperature (NH-1 nematic component) indicates a storage time expectancy of

(1) 60-90 days for 7.5% cholesteryl oleate eomponmnt. and
(2) 90-120 days for 20% cholesteryl chloride component.
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At elevated temperatures storage properties were adversely affected, and near the isotropic tem-
perature the stored state could be retained for only a few minutes.

In order to estimate lifetime potential under dynamic operating conditions, a number of choles-
teric-nematic mixtures were programmed for periodic cycling between the "stored" and "erased'
state. All of the measured cells were subjected to the following test conditions:

(1) one second "write" field "on" (90 V dc),
(2) two seconds "write" field "off",
(3) one second "erase" field "on" (90 V rms, 6 kHz), and
(4) two seconds "erase" field "off".

Cells were consid,,red to have failed Lhe cycling test if a significant reduction in contrast
ratio occurred or if an objectionable deterioration in scattering texture appeared. Unsealed cel16
previously used for static storage life studies failed initial dyr.amic testing in less than 1,000
cycles due to the formation of gas bubbles throughout the active cell area and especially at the
periphery. However, the active life period of freshly prepared samples, vacuum evacuated to remove
gas bubbles trapped during the cell fabrication process, has been extended appreciably. After 8,000
cycles only a slight cosmetic deterioration along the cell edges was observed. Hermetic sealing of
the cell structure, a technique which was developed at RCA, is expected to further increase opera-
tional lifetime.

At the present time there is no evidence to indicate that sequential cycling between "write"
and "erase" excitation fields adversely affects operational lifetime as usually determined by
steady-state field conditions. No differences in dynamic behavior were found for cholesteryl oleati
concentrations of 5 to 15% in NH-1. In fact, the contrast ratio of one test unit fabricated with
5% cholesteryl oleate - NH-1 increased after 8,000 cycles of operation due to improved trarnsparency
of the cell after the "erase" signal had been removed.

Life studies were also made on cells designed with a matrix type electrode pattern to determine
static storage effects on adjacent segments located in close proximity to a sequentially operated
active element. This work was essential if we were to design a state-of-the-art display which illus-
trates a practical application of the storage effect.

Figure 12 is a drawing of a test cell designed with a nine-element matrix-type eleetrode pat-
tern. The optical condition of each discrete element is also shown. To simulate an addressing schemrn
where the desired display information is in digital format, two of the nine segments in the pattern
were sequentiafly activated using excitation signals and relaxation periods of

(1) "Write" - 90 V dc for 1 second, ielax for 2 seconds, and
(2i "Erase"-- 90 V at 6 k1-z for 1 second, relax for 2 seconds.

The static hlietime of inactive "stored" segmenuts adjacent to inactive "clear" segments
was about 30 days. However, io apparent optical deterivration occu_-red in any of the unexcited
element- lo-:ated adjavent to the dynamically cycled segmnen!ts even after 1 5,000 cycles of operation.
Terminatior of these tests was dictated by the failure of the electronicaily addressed elements due
to the formatin of bubbles along the active cell peripheryo The result -)f these testz indicate
that proximity effect5 between "stored", "clear", and a- ýive adjacent elements will not be himiting
factors ip the de-ign of a state-of-the-art display using cur storage-type liqud crystal materta!s.
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(2) At a constant temperature (± 20C) within the liquid crystalline range
of the material, cells could be operated normally in both the storage and erase
modes. In fact, some improvements in contrast ratio and response speed, and a
decrease in threshold voltage were noted up to temperatures of 65°C. However,
as the temperature war increased closer to the N-L transition point, light scat-
tering and storage properties were adversely affected.

(3) Near the isotropic temperature of the mixtures under test, the scattering
properties and contrast ratios were significantly reduced and the focal-conic
texture of the stored state was retained for only a matter of minutes.

(4) Life measurements at elevated temperatures indicate satisfactory storage up
to 24 hours at temperatures near 50'C (NH-1).

A more extended study of temperature effects wzs not undertaken because of the various param-
eters (i.e., nematic range of host material, the cholester' c component and its content in the mix-
ture) affecting the transition temperatures of the material, n-binations under test.

J. CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENTS

Capacitance measurements as a function of de voltage and cell thickness were made in order to
determine the dielectric anisotropy of the mixture 7.5% cholesteryl oleate in nematic ho.t NH-1.
Spacing between the parallel-plate electrodes was varied between 0.25 mil and 2.0 mils for four
different cells containing the selected mixture, and the dielectric constant was calculated at each
thickness. All oi" the capacitance data were obtained using a Boonton capacitance bridge having an
ac test signal of 100 kHz at - 90 mV (rms). Reliable and reproducible results were obtained
under the followir.g conditions:

(1) Initial measurement was made at zero dc bias with the test cell in its
clear (planar texture) state.

(2) The capacitance was measured as a function of dc voltage until the
scattering texture was readily apparent.

(3) The dc voltage was removed, and the capacitance of the (stored) focal-conic
texture was measured.

For this particular cholesteric-nematic mixture, the average dielectric constant was calculated to
be 4.9 for the focal-conic texture and 5.8 for the planar texture. Intermediate values of dielectric
constant were recorded with L dc bias voltage (above threshold) applied to the test cell. This 20%
change in dielectric constant is typical of the anisotzc'jy variation for nematic compound imilar
to the NH-1 nematic host used in our prewnt storage material.

K. LIGHT-SCATTERING CHARACTERISTICS

To optimize display-related parameters and to obtain a better understanding of the light scat-
tering characteristics of a reflective storage cell in its "scattering" and "clear" states a series
of measurements was made. Figure 13 shows the angular notations used in these measurements
and zome of the results for a 0.5-mil parallel-plate cell containing 5% cholesteryl oleate in NH-I.
Both the incident light source and the cell under test were allowed angular movement in one plane -
either mutually or independently. The brightness of the cell was recorded with the photodetector in
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Figure 13. Contrast ratio as a function of incidence
and reflection angles.

a fixed position. Based upon the relative brightness and contrast ratios at various angles of
incidence and reflection, the following conclusions can be made:

(1) When the angle of incidence is normal to the cell surface, maximum contrast
occurs at approximately 45-deg angular displacement of the photodetector.
With the photodetector normal to the cell surface, the contrast ratio peaks
abruptly at an angle of incidence of - 40 dee

(2) Obviously, maximum brightne&s occurs in both the "scattering" and "clear"
states at the specularly reflecting angle. This conaition of incidence and
reflection angle being equal does not serve any useful purpose other than to
demonstrate a polarity reversal of the contrast ratio; i.e., the light reaching
the detector is greater when the liquid crystal cell is "clear" rather than
in its scattering texture.
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These characteristics represent the general behavior of a specific cholesteric-nematic
mixture operating in the reflective storage mode. More detailed studies of the transmitted
light-scattering properties as a function of material composition and cell thickness were
made and are discussed separately in this report (Section IV).

L. MATERIAL RESISTIVITY

To determine if the cholesteric component in our nematic-cholesteric mix% ures produced
significant electrical conductivity changes, the dc resistance of cholesteryl oleate r.d eholesteryl
chloride in NH-1 was measured. The steady-state dc resistivity as a function of cholestceric content
is shown in Figure 14. From the vast differences in resistance values, it is apparent that the
purity, type, and content of the cholesteric component did indeed affect the resistivity of the
iiquid crystal mixtures. ie__-
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Figure 14. DC resistivity as a function of cholesteric components.

It was possible to reduce the resistivity of the cholesteryl chloride - NH-1 mixtures by addi-
tion of - 10"2% hexadecylpyridinium. bromide, but no significant differences or improvements
in devitce performance were noted. However, more recent devices made with purified cholesteryl oleate
material were much more resistive than previous mixtures having the same percentage content, and
these units exhibited poorer electro-optic properties. Current experimental studios suggest the
likelihood of a specific materials resistivity range for optimum device performance. Although these
data are still incomplete, it appears that materials having a bulk resistivity of less than
1010 ohm-cm exhibit response characteristics superior to devices made with higher resistivity
materials.
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SECTION IV
LIGHT-SCATTERING BEHAVIOR

Quantitative measurements of light scattering are desirable for comparing various materials
and for optimizing the design of storage cells. The absolute value of scattered light intensity
at a given viewing angle determines the brightness and contrast ratio Zhat can be obtained with
a certain material. The thickness and angle dependences will influence the particular cell
design. Such measurements have been made in cholesteryl oleate - NH-1 mixtures.

In the nonscattering state the material takes on the planar texture[4]. The helical
axis of the cholesteric structure lies perpendicular to the plane of the electrodes, while the
molecules lie parallel to that plane. Usually no preferential direction is established within
this plane and one must assume that the molecular axes are randomly oriented in the plane. The
orientation must change smoothly from point to point as these fluctuations cannot be observed
under the microscope.

The clear state is obtained by the appl!cation of a high-frequency field. The frequency is too
high to effect any movement of charge so tl at the field acts only on the dielectric properties
of the liquid. The d;- lectric anisotropy of tht molecules is negative, and they align perpendicu-
I*r to the field. -..e., in a plane parallel to the eOectrodes. The field itself does not intro-
dur'e any prffrred directio,, within that plane, so that the orientation will depend mainly on
the -"a-i iorces.

When a low-frequency or dc field is applied to the clear cell it becomes highly scattering.
despite the fact that the dielectric forces alone tend to keep the molecules aligned in the
planar texture. This is identical to the situation in nematic materials of negative dielectric
anisotropy. The light scattering in, this dynamic scattering mode [181 (DSM) is caused by
turbulent flow of liquid due to movements of charge through the nematic material. The light-
scattering properties of the storage material are expected to be similar to those of the DSM
in nematic materials.

When the field is removed, and liquid motion ceases, another stable cholesteric phase is
formed. Because of the "memory" of the turbulent condition, the helical axis in this texture
is oriented in different directions in different regions. This appears to be the well-known
focal-conic texture[ 41. The liquid is at rest but scattering of light takes place because
of constant variations in the direction of the "crystalline axis".

A. EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental arrangement for measuring the scattering parameters is shown in Figure 15.
The light source is a microscope lamp, vnllimated so that the light incident on the cell has
an angular spread of about 5 deg. Both the angle of incidence (0) and the angle of
measurement (0) could be varied but light propagating outside the plane of the diagram
was not considered. For some of the investigations with monochromatic light a He-Ne laser was
used, and the incident light was then completely collimated.

The scattered light was measured in two different ways. In one method only one part of the
cell was illuminated, and the light (scatte:ed into a well-defined solid aigle) was measured
with a photomultiplier. This produced a value which was easy to interpret physically. In the
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Figure 15. Experimental arrangement for measuring light
scattering oi liquid crysial cells.

other technique the entire cell was illuminated and the brightness measured with a spot
brightness meter. This number represents the quantity that a viewer would observe in an
actual display. It is related to the first quantity in the following way. The incident
light intenFty is proportional to cosW. The brightness meter measures the light imping-
ing oii it from a fixed solid angle. As the distance to the cell is kept constant the cell
area subtended by the solid angle must vary as 1/coso. Consequeptly, the reading of the
brightness meter will be coso/coso times the value of the photomultiplier reading.

In making the measurements, care was taken to obtain reproducible results. Cells had to be
prepared by a standard procedure, and the voltages had to be applied in the same magnitude and in
the same time sequence, In this manner the values of scattered-light intensity in the DSM and in the
storage state could be rep-oduced reliably. There tends to be somewhat more fluctuation in the
attenuated direct beam.

A typical curve of light scattering as a function of viewing angle is shown in Figure 16
for one cell in three different conditions. The clear state still shows a substantial amount of
scattering which is the reason for the relatively low contrast ratios of these cells. The degree
of this scattering was quite variable from cell to cell. It may be related to the exact treatment of
the wall surfaces, although we have not been able to demonstrate this conclusively. The scat-
tering was considerably reduced during the erase cycle with the high-frequency field, and the
planar texture appeared almosittransparentl19]. When the field was removed, however, some
misalignment took place with the molecules rotating out of the plane of the cell. The reason
for this is not understood at presenL.
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Figure 16. Scattering intensity vs. detector angle.

When a low-frequency electric field was applied to the cells, an electro-hydrodynamic
instability set in at a well-defined threshold voltage. At higher voltages the liquid flow be-
came turbulent. The typical scattering curve in Figure 16 shows a strongly attenuated unscattered
beam and a slowly and monotonically decreasing scattering behavior. The characteristic is the
same as that observed ;n the DSM of nematic materials with negative dielectric anisotropy. This
is also true of the dependence on voltage, angle, and sample thickness. As an example the
voltage dependence of toe DSM in a storago material is shown in Figure 17.

When the voltage was removed and the turbulent motion ceased the scattering focal-conic
texture was produced. Figure 16 demonstrated that the amount of light scattered at a given angle
is similar to the DSM case, but there are differences in detail. There appear to be three
contributions to the transmitted light: the attenuated direct beam, a part which decreases
monotonically with scattering angle and a narrow band locatei between 25 and 55 deg.
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Figure 17. Voltage dependei.ce of scattered light intensity.

The central peak has approximately the same angular distribution as the incoming beam and
mainly represents the attenuation of that beam due to scattering. The broad peak at larger
angles is due to Bragg scattering of th3 periodic structure of the cholesteric material. The
repeat distance of the structure is haif the pitch p of the helix since two planes perpendicular
to the helical axis separated by p/2 contain molecules oriented in the same direction (one
cannot distinguish between the two possible orientations along the molecular axis). In the
focal-conic texture the helical axis direction is continuously changing from point to point.
On the scale of microns, such as is used in storage cells, this amounts to a random distribution
of orientation directions. The texture can then be thought to be the analog of a polycrystalline
material or a crystal powder, and the Bragg scattering is similar to a powder x-ray diffraction
pattern. The diffraction rings appear because there are always some "crystallites" oriented
so as to fulfill the Bragg scattering equations:

X "= (p/2) 2 sin (-y/2) (1)

as shown in Figure 18. Here X' ki• the wavelength in the medium (X' = X/n), and 0 and " are
the interior angles, related to 0 and 0 by Snell's law, y = 0 + 0. The third contribution to the
scattered energy, which has a monotonic dependence on angle, must be due to the random distri-
bution of "domain" sizes and orientations of the focal-conic texture with their concomitant
variations in refractive index. The effect is qualitatively similar to the scattering behavior of the
DSM except in the latter case the scattering due to the randomly oriented and constantly chang-
ing turbulent vortices is considerably stronger and drops off more slowly with angle.

It should be noted, at this point, that both the DSM and the. clear planar texture some-
times appear to have a small amount of Bragg scattering. For the planar texture this means that
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Figure 18. Schematic desigration of Bragg scatteringangles in the foca1,conic texture.
the misorientation mlentioned must include some tilt in the helical axis as well as Possible

distortions at the walls and out of planes parallel to the walls. The flow in the DSM must be

sufficiently fast and turbulent so that the helical ordering of the chsrupted. 
s i

for numer f tets ere adee 110 e-steric Phase is almost
COmpletely 

disrupted.
A number of tests were made to compaare materiais of different compostons Some results

for the storage state are shown in Figure 19. The curves are very similar in magnitude However

only the two interme(liate concentrations show the Bragg scattering peak. It has also been observed
at a similar angle in a 20% mixture. By using a monochromatic He-Ne laser, acurate values of

the peak position could be obtained Values of p/2 derived by Eq. (1) average s.a sm with
little variation over this concentration range. At lower Values of concentration a larger pitdh

and smaller scattering might be expected, bL' this was not observed It may be that the value

of p/2 is now of the same order as the "domain" size of the focva-coni't texture so that there

are not enough planes of equal orientation parallel to each other.When looking at this texture with monochromatic light other diffractio. effects are alsooccasionally observed corresponding to spacings of 3 to 0m. These can also be en

under the microscope as domainlike structures of uniform spacing. They may be part of the

typical focal-conic texture arrangement in thin cells.For the oiptimum 
design of storage cells it is importtnt

the various paa ees Th e s t sim o t n tok o th th c ns dee e ceo

Parameters. The scattering intensity in the storage state is shown in Figure 19 for
three cells of differ'ent thicknes The intensity and angular dependence of the seattere Sight
vary only slightly among the three samples, a rather surprising result. It can be demons 1 e
Sin a more quantitatie way by considering the attenuation of the direct bean The average ratio

of transmitted 
to incident beam obtaine from Figure.

20 and Other data alre shown in Table X. if

were uniform one would expect the attenuation 
to vary exponentially 

with
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Figure 19. Angular light scattering intensity as a Figure 20. Angular light scattering intensity as a
function of cholesteryl oleate content. function of cell thickness.

thickness (at those values of attenuation the fraction of light scattered back into the direct
beam can be completely neglected), leading to an attenuation coefficient

or ln 0 /l (2)

The calculated values of a are shown in Table X. Since they vary considerably the assumption
of uniform scattering must be incorrect.

To check the validity of cur assumptions in the considerations of attenuation we measured
a number of combinations of two storage cells on top of each other, or effectively in series. An
example is shown in Figure 21. For the model used the attenuation of the series combination should
be equal to the product of the attenuations of the individual cells. One 6-pm cell attenuates
the beam about 8 dB (Table X), while two cells cause 17-dB attenuation, about as expected.

Table X

Attenuation of Direct Beam in Storage Cells
of Various Thicknesse, in the Storage State

A B C

Cell Thickness 25/um 12 pmli 6 pm

Attenuation Ratio i 0.038 1 0.085 0.15

Logarithm (dB) I 14.2 i 10.8 S 8.1
a I 0.13prn"1  0.21 pmr l 0.31 AmI
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To understand the, I it wk no-. delwndence of the w-attering in the storage mc•|e we must f irst
d ,'euss• the dynamic -:1t t-rmiz I, i xle. from wh i'h it is deri•vd. Oie f I nds in txoth the nemnntic avid
sto rve material-, thn 11.1k -t•t, ý 31.ri g i n t ho- D.';.\l is quite independent of t hic-kne-s5 at a given
voltage. There are tw% ,-imskiderat kons that may contribute to the explanation of this effect. First,
the fact that the ehec'tri- field, 31a give-n voltage. is higher in thin et ils. produces higher
liquid veloc-ity avid in-re.--sed tturl~ihni which may cause more. sc-attering per unit volume, com-
pensating for the reduc-tionl of the vibiume with thickness. The other possibility is that the nlow
i6 relatively uniform in the interior of the cell%, thait most of the turbulence and .scattering is
in layers near the ,urface which have the sme properties for all thicknesses. If one assumes

that the focal-conic t,.xturt,, which forms after the flow has ended, has a structure partially
determined by the n-•w riatterns. then the".-eond po..-ibility would appear to be dominating,
There is the additional experimental informnation that the structure of the focal-conic texture
does not depend strongly on the voltage applied in the DSMI above a certain minimum. This could
still be compatible with the notion that most of the structural variation takes place near the
surface of the cell.

One thickness-dependent factor does not appear on the curves. For the thinnest (6 pro)
cells the storage state is not a-, stabie a-, for the thicker cells. The amount of •*ttenuation of
the direct beam varie.s with time after the cell is activated into the storage mode. This is a
partial reversion to the clear state which reaches satura tion after about 30 minutes. It indicates
that in these thin cells the w•alt forr-es dominate over the volume forces.
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Figure 22. Angular light intensity as a fun-ti-2n
of incidence angle.

The measurement- described up to now wer.- a!l wahen with the :mitn-nntina fight beam
perpendicular to the cells. This is not necessarily the geometrical arrangement in N% hich these c~elli
would be used for storage or display. WVe, thierefore, performed scattering measurements where
both the incoming direction and scattering direction were varied. The scatte-ring for two different
directions of 0 (Figure 15) are compared in Figure 22. They -,how that the light "-attering
appears to depend mainly on (0 + 0), i.e., on the relative scatrering angie from input
to output, rather than on the orientation of the cell (0 or 0 Separately). This is shown
in more detail in F~igure 23 where we plot the scattering intensity at. fixed values of (0 +

To explain this behavior let us first consider the attenuated direct bearr (0 + 0= 0).
If the material iF uniformly %.cattering, the att-enuation is given by Eq. (2) with d replaced by
the actual thickness traversed by the beam, namely d/cos 0. This quantity is -shown by the
dashed curve in Figure 23. The agreement with experiment is zanly qualitative. The same counsidera-
tion would also apply if most of the scattering t-akes vlace in two layerc next to the surfaces. At
large scattering angles there is no drop of the scattered intensity at large- angles of incidence. An
explanation of this phenomenon will have to await a more detailed knowledge of the microscopic
structure of the texture.
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B. DISCUSSION OF RESULTI.S

A number of features emerge from -;-e__ tterine-_surexi•-t• :vhich have application
to the design of cells for optimum display characteriticks. Most importantly, the scattering of
the storage state does not depend rnmh either on the proportion of cholesteric materi:d in the
mixture or on the cell +hickne.s. Since both of these variables have important influence- on
:ther properties of the cells, particularly the response st)edl one will be able to elect

the param..ter values to optimize these other prp-fli(. -

The contrast ratio, for a e'f•rnateriai. is mainly d- -_,rmined. by. the o.- rung of the
vit- .stiift. What egitoi. this variable proper-y-ir not clear. i.t it a-"pea-ieF hc lat@4 tt-"

Or he major material parame;ý-s Ithat intiueriwef tile scaft f i Li e ?orago state
is the pitch of the choiesteric helix. We have se-,n Chat thv T-.g -trinmrdut;ues a - _ - "
fraction of the light intensty at typicalt viewina-atges. VaLues up to 49 or 50 deag wil
generally tie required for viewing in trarnbmitted ,igh. s- i-hat the v.. ue ,f the helical pitch

should be about 1.5 pm.
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SECTION V
MECHANISMS AND FUNDAMENTALS

Just as in neme tic material, cholesteric material may be composed of molecules which have,
individually, a dielectric anisotropy. If the anisotropy is positive, i.e., with the dipole
pointing in the direction of the molecule, a strong electric field wiil have enough electro-
static energy to "unwind" the cholesteric helix to form a quasi-nematic texture. This is an
optically clear state. When the field is removed, the cholesteric helices reform, resulting in a
light scattering (focal-conic) texture. With materials of negative dielectric anisotropy, i.e.,
with dipoles perpendi, ular to the molecular axis, an external field will result in those dipoles
turning parallel to the field. If the material is originally in the planar texture, the field can
have no effect other than improving that texture, i.e., making it more perfect. If, however, the
material is in a disrupted state, e.g., the scattering or focal-conic state, the field will act
to convert it to the planar texture. This is the mechanism for "erasure" of the storage state.
The "write" mechanism relies on the fact that when the frequency is low enough, the transit of
ions can disrupt the planar texture, converting it to a focal-conic texture (much in the same
way as dynamic scattering Rffects the nematic state). These results are sumr-arized in Figure 24.

# We

F'!
ORDERED TEXTURE *FIELD DISORDERED TEXTURE REyS&LA1,- ORDERED) TEXTURE

(QUASI- NEMATIC) R (FOCAL CONIC) (PLANAR)

OPAL CiA (FIELD OFF)- ScATTf'RING FIELD , Lf[ZALLY CLE*AR
\ V J \'vI

CHOLESTERIC-NEMATIC STORAGE EFFECT
TRANSITION

(POSITIVE DIELECTRIC (NEGATIVE DIELECTRIC
ANISOTROPY MATERIAL) ANISOTROPY MATERIAL)

Figure 24. Schematic representation of electrically
induced texture changes.

There is at each frequency (and de). hut below a critical frequency, a voltage at which an
undistw bed planar texture is converted to the stored texture. This can be considered a threshold
voltage; below this voltage, there is no disturbance of the planar texture and therefore no storage.
To erase, a voltage must be, applied of sufficiently high frequency to have no ionic effects. The
field can then act on the negative dielectric anisotropy of the material to convert it to the
planer (clear) texture. This frequency has been measureJ in ti e mixture of NH-i and 7.5% choles-
teryl oleate as a function of temperature (and thus of t, the conductivity;. At 45 V rms. the
frequency at which the material changed from storage to clear (fe) varied from 52 Hz at
25'C to 1250 Hz at 82°C. This variation was proportional to a as found by plotting
a vs. f, with temperature as a parameter. Such behavior is similar to the reported[ 191
variation of the threshold for dynamic scattering.
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Abx)ve the threshold, a voltage can be used to write or erase by a small frequency shift,
centered around f,.

The fact that the planar texture can be induced with an applied field has been used to
improve the off state in the storage-effect samples by applying the field to the cells while they
were isotropic, then cooling. This resulted in a clearer off state and thus a better contrast
ratio. The texture was so "good" that when the erase field was removed, no optical change was
noticed in the cell. After storing for a time, the erased state was restored and was equally
"good". Note that the storage material system is the only system that can be improved by the
application of a high field during cell fabrication and which will result in a better contrast
ratio.

One of the most important parameters to conside2r in any discussion of the mechanism of this
effect is the pitch of the helix in these cholesteric materials. Efforts to measure this pitch
for a variety of materials are currently under way. We have purchased a Zeiss circle polarimeter
(0.01*) and expect to measure the optical rotary power of these materials in both the
isotropic and anisotropic states to determine the relatiornship (if one exists) between the
c6irality of the helix and the chirality of the molecule.

The first approach involves a study of the effect of temperature on optical rotary power,
and a special cell for use in the Zis.h polarimeter was designed and built. Measurements of the
magnitude and sign of the optical rotation for a variety of compounds and mixtures were initiated
only recently. Unfortunately, no significant conclusions could be drawn from these very limited
data.
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SECTION VI
STATE-OF-THE-ART DEVICES

Earlier in this contract year (June 1971) a preliminary design plan was presented for
a storage display panel which attempted to simulate the operation of a glide-path indicator. The
relative merits of such a display application were reviewed* in consideration of the already
existing electronic techniques utilized in military aircraft during controlled instrument landings.
The relative simplicity of these existing ILS procedures and the conditioned pilot's experience
with familiar instrument presentations are strong arguments against a new type of glide-path
display system with storage capability. A further discouragement of the proposed liquid crystal
glide-path indicator is the necessity to introduce an analog-digital converter to interface the
available electronic informatioi (in analog form) from the aircraft receiving systems with the
X-Y addressed liquid crystal display.

In view of these restrictions and disadvantages, an alternate type of storage display panel
has been devised. Though fundamentally similar to the glide-path indicator, this display present.,
the pilot (or navigator) with a ground location marker determined by the intersection of two
radial beams transmitted from omnidirectional navigation stations.

The display panel is shown in Figure 25: it consists of two flat glass plates with a
number of transparent electrode stripes present on each plate. However, unlike the usual linear
X-Y format (columns and rows), the electrode stripes on each plate are extended in a radial
fashion to accurately represent the radiation pattern transmitted in any 180° arc by the
omnidirectional ground station. In actual practice it would be necessary to fabricate two
separate devices, each presenting directional information received from only one transmitting
navigation station. This would allow the system to be used with any two navigation stations
regardless of their relative geographic positions. In addition, a moving map overlay would be
required to locate specific areas over which the aircraft was scheduled to fly. A top view of
one of these devices showing the electrode pattern is given in Figure 26.

SN ~I TN OXIDE

LIQ•UID

CRYSTAL

Figure 25. Liquid crystal panel for ground position locator.

*We wish to thank members of the AF Materials Laboratory and the Flight Dynamic Laboratory for their active
p 'rticipation in an informative open discussion of military 11S techniques during our visit in July.
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TIN OXIDE STRIPES

GLASS
Figure 26 Top view of storage cell with patterned

transparent conducting stripes.

Due to space limitations and wiring requirements, the display has nine "range legs" or.
each glass plate allowing a total of 81 discrete location markers on a 3.5-in. x 3.5-in.
area of a standard aeronautical navigation map. The display presented on the prototype ground
position locator was chosen so that the two transmitting navigation stations are conveniently
located within the viewing area. For maximunm contrast of the liquid crystal location marker it
was necessary to displace the incident light beam from the transmitted light by some 35 to 45
degrees. An example of how this war accomplished is shown in Figure 27.

LIGHT LOUVERED
SOURCE FILM TRANSPARENT

DIFFUSER CELL MAP

Figure 27. Cross-sectional view showing OBSERVER
louvered light control film.
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A simplified description of the method of )peration requires only one stripe on each opposing
glass surface to be electronically addressed. Thi directional information supplied to each plate
selects a particular stripe corresponding to a radial direction from adjacent navigation stations.
One omnidirectional station selects an approririate stripe on thr top glass, the second stationdetermines a corresponding stripe on the bcttom plate. By choosing an appropriate dc bias or
"write" voltage to activate the selectee :,nes. an opaque area appears only at the intersection
of the addressed stripes. This opaque area is highly light scattering off-axis from the incident
light beam and provides a discrete illuminated area to be positively located on the transparent
navigational chart (see Figure 27). Increasing the magnitude of the "write" signal altows the
entire segmented length of the two activated radial lines to be clearly visible. The pictorial
information such a display might present is shown in the photograph of Figure 2b. In this simu-
lated display, the extended radial lines represent the directional path to (from) the chosen
navigation stations and the intersection of these two lines corresponds to the aircraft's
relative ground location.

Since no power is required to maintain the activated areas in their scattering state
(storage mode), the panel is ready to receive and display similar information at any later
time, thus maintaining a ground track history of the aircraft's flight path. Erasure of unwanted
"stored" information is accomplished by merely replacing the dc "write" voltage with an
appropriate high-frequency signal. A schematic diagram of the electronic control circuit for
this simulated display is shown in Figure 29.

It should be understood in the operation of a practical device that the navigational stations
need only to provide the necessary directional information to select the desired radial lines
on the liquid crystal cell. The actual "write" and "erase" signals applied to the liquid
crystal material between these selected lines can easily be obtained ftom an internal low power
supply.
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Figure 29. Schematic diagram of simulated ground position locator.
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SECTION VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The meterials research effort has been divided into two parts. In the first part a earch
for broad-range nematic materials with negative dielectric anisotropy led to the synthesis of a
homologous sefies of p-alkoxybenzylidene-p -aminophenyl acyla',es and p-alkoxybenzylidene-p -
aminophenyl n-alkyl carbonates. Mixtures of selected compounds from the former serie. were pre-
pared and one "room-temperature" ternary mixture (Nl!-i), which exhibited nematic behavior from
25 to 105"C, was found. A ternary mixture (NH-2) prepared with compounds from the latter
series had a nematic range of 30 to 118'C but it exhibited poorer dynamic scattering charac-
teristics than NH-1.

The second part of the materials program was concerned with the preparation of Schiff base
deriv tives which exhibited cholesteric mesomorphism. A group of optically active benzylidene
aniline derivatives having alkoxy and acyloxy groups with asymmetric carbon atoms were prepared,
and the compounds were found to exhibit cholesteric mesomorphism. One of these compounds,
i!-p-anisylidine-p -aminophenyl 3-methylvalerate, had a cholesteric range of 41 to 78°C.
Other derivaives which had asymmetric carbon atoms in the alkoxy portion of the molecules
exhibited b-oth smectic and cholesteric behavior. However, it was possible to prepare mixtures
of these compounds with Nil-1 to eliminate smectic mesomorphism.

The criterion by which the cholesteric-nematic systems under investigation were evaluat.-d
wa., their ability to modify incident light (reflection, transmission. contrat ratio) at moderate
excitation voltages and to retain their scattering texture over a reasonable period of time with
no maintaining power. Except for the materials containing less than 2% or greater than 20%
cholesteric component, all of the mixtures satisfied these requirements to some degree.
Electro-optic behavior of mate-ials containing less than 2% cholesteric component was similar
to that of dynamic scattering w. - levices made with materials having greater than 20% cholesteric
component exhibited cholesteric type characteristics. Test cells made with the cholesteryl
oleate-NH-1 nematic mixtures - specifically in the 5 to 10% composition range - appear to be
qualitatively superior in terms of display-related parameters. A particularly useful mixture
contained 7.51 cholesteryl oleate and had a cholesteric range of 25 to 96°C. We recommend
that more extensive measurements be made with the nonsteroidal cholestarics and, in particular,
with mixtures containing both the steroidal and nonsteroidal cholesterics.

Standard test cells fabricated with 5 to 10% cholesteryl oleate-NH-1 mixtures exhibited
writing speeds of 5 to 10 msec and erasure speeds of 0.5 to 1.0 sec at room temperature, using an
appropriate ac drive signal of approximately 100 V (rms). With no ex( itation field applied, the
contrast ratios were usually greater than 5:1,with maximum contrast- occurring at the Bragg
scattering angle displaced some 40 to 55' from the incident light. Storage properties
appear to be one of the lesser problem areas. Unencapsulated cells stored in room ambient condi-
tiouis have exceeded three months life testing with no objectional reduction in visual appearance
or operating ch,-.racteristics.

In order to establish the relationship between electro-optic behavior and molecular structure,
capacitance and light-scattering measurements were made on selected cholesteric materials. The
capacitance measurements enabled us to calculate a dielectric constant of 4.9 for the focal-
conic (scattering) texture and 5.8 for the planar texture of 7.5% cholesteryl oleate in NH-1. This
20% variation in dielectric anisotropy is typical of the changes observed in pure nematic
compounds. Light-scattering measurements led to a value of 1.6 pm for the helh.:al pitch
of 10% cholesteryl oleate in the standard nematic. We recommend that light-scattering measure-
ments of this type be extended io other steroidal and nonsteroidal compounds ir an effort to
develop a better understanding of the relationship between helical pitch and molecular structure.
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Rapid temperature changes partially converted the focal-conic texture of the material in
the stoi #- stnte to the clear planar texture. At constant temperature within the liquid crystalline
range of the material, cells could he operated normally in both the storage and erase modes. In
fact, some improvements in electro-optic properties were noted up to temperatures of 65°C.

Current experimental studies have 'uggested the probability of a specific materials resis-
tivity range for optimum devi e performance. It appears that materials having a bulk resistivity
of less than 1010 ohm-cm exhibit response characteristics superior to devices made with
higher resistivity materials. Further work on establishing optimum resistivity levels should
be done.

On the basis of the exp'riments described above the mechanism of the optical storage
phenomenon appears to involve a change from the "clear", planar texture of the cholesteric
mesophase to the scattering, focal-coniv texture by the turbulent motion of ions in transit
through the ordered liquid. When the electric field is removed the turbulence ceased but the
quasi-stable. focal-conic texture remains. The application of a high-frequency signal produces a
reorientation of molecules and, hence, a reversion to the stable planar texture.

A state-of-the-art storage device was constructed which would serve as the display unit in
an airborne ground location system. It would provide the pilot or navigator of an aircraft with
a n'ap presentation of the past and present position of his aircraft in relation to two separate
ground navigation stations.
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